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1. INTRODUCTION
Fixed point theorems for single-valued increasing operators in ordered
Banach spaces are widely investigated and have found various applications
Ž   .to differential equations see 13 and references therein . However, up to
now multivalued increasing operators have received little attention. To our
knowledge, such operators were first defined and studied by Nishnianidze
   4 . In 4 Nishnianidze stated the extensions of Tarskii’s theorem and of a
theorem of Krasnoselskii to the multivalued case. However, there is an
incorrect place in his proof of the first result. No proof of the second result
is given but as stated it does not seem possible to prove it. In this note we
shall give some simple results on fixed points for multivalued increasing
operators. The first result is an extension of Tarskii’s theorem, and the
second and third results are related to a contractive property of operators.
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2. SOME FIXED POINT THEOREMS
First we recall some preliminaries about ordered Banach spaces. Let X
Žbe a real Banach space and K be a cone in X i.e., K is closed subset such
Ž .  4.that K K K, tK K for t 0, K 	K 
  . We define a partial
  ordering in X by x y iff y	 x K. If x y, we denote x, y 
 z X
4 x z y .
The cone K is said to be normal if there exists a number N 0 such
   that 0 x y implies x N. y and K is said to be strongly minihe-
dral if every subset of X bounded from above has a supremum.
An operator A: M X X is called increasing if x, yM, x y
implies Ax Ay. The well-known Tarskii theorem stated that if X is
ordered by a strongly minihedral cone then every increasing operator from
 x, y into itself has a fixed point.
The following definition is due to Nishnianidze.
DEFINITION. Let the Banach space X be ordered by cone K.
Ž .1 For two subsets A, B of X we write A B if
a A ,b B ; a b. 1Ž .
In other words A B if A B	 K.
Ž . X  42 A multivalued operator T : M X 2   is said to be in-
creasing if x, yM, x y implies Tx Ty.
Now, we can state an extension of Tarskii’s theorem as follows.
THEOREM 1. Let the following hypotheses be satisfied
Ž .1 The ordering cone K is strongly minihedral.
Ž .  2 T is a multialued increasing operator from u,  into itself, more-
oer
 sup Tx Tx for all x u ,  . 2Ž .
 Then T has a fixed point, i.e., there is a point x u,  such that x Tx.
   Proof. We define a single-valued operator S: u,   u,  by Sx

sup Tx. Since T is increasing it is easy to show that S also is increasing.
  Ž .Therefore S has a fixed point x  u,  . Taking in view condition 2 we0
see that x  Tx .0 0
The theorem is proved.
  Ž .Remark 1. In 4 condition 2 was not assumed. The following example
Ž .shows that the theorem does not hold without condition 2 .
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 In  with the usual ordering consider the operator T defined on 0, 1 by
1 1x , if x 0,Ž . .2 2
Tx
 1½ 0, x if x , 1 .Ž . 2
Then T is increasing but does not have any fixed point.
 Remark 2. In 4 Nishnianidze used also the following ordering for
Ž .subsets of X : A B if 1 and the following condition hold
b B ,a A , a b.
It is easy to prove that if K is strongly minihedral, T is a multivalued
 operator from u,  into itself, increasing with respect to the ordering 
 and such that inf Tx Tx x u,  , then T has a fixed point.
THEOREM 2. Let M X be a closed subset and T : M 2 M be a
multialued increasing operator such that
Ž .1 Tx is a closed for all xM,
Ž .  42 x  Tx for some x M,0 0 0
Ž .  .3 There exists a number q 0, 1 satisfying for x, yM, x y that
 Tx Ty	 K B  , q y	 x ,Ž .
Ž .     4where B  , r 
 x x  r .
Then T has a fixed point in M.
Ž .Proof. First we observe that the hypothesis 3 can be reformulated as
   u Tx ,  Ty , u ,  	 u  q. y	 x 3Ž .
Ž .if x y. From the hypothesis 2 we can find an element x  Tx such1 0
Ž .that x  x . Then we choose by 3 an element x  Tx so that x 0 1 2 1 1
   x , x 	 x  q. x 	 x . Repeating arguments above for the pair x , x2 2 1 1 0 1 2
 4in place x , x and so one, we can construct an increasing sequence x0 1 n
satisfying
  n  x  Tx , x 	 x  q . x 	 x .n n	1 n1 n 1 0
 4The sequence x is fundamental; let x  x*. We shall prove that x*n n
Ž .is a fixed point of T. Actually, from x  x*, x  Tx , and 3 we cann	1 n n	1
   choose y  Tx* such that y 	 x  q. x*	 x . The obtained se-n n n n	1
 4 Ž .quence y also converges to x*; therefore x* Tx* by hypothesis 1 .n
The theorem is proved.
THEOREM 3. Let the Banach space X be ordered by a normal cone K,
M X be a closed subset, and T : M 2 M be a multialued increasing
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Ž . Ž .operator, satisfying hypotheses 1 and 2 in Theorem 2. Assume in addition
the following hypothesis
Ž . Ž .3 There exists a linear operator L: X X with spectral radius r L 
Ž .1, L K  K and satisfying for x y that
u Tx ,  Ty , 0 	 u L y	 x .Ž .
Then T has a fixed point in M.
Ž n .1 n Ž .  n  nProof. Since lim L 
 r L , we have L  q for some q
Ž .0, 1 and for all sufficiently large n. Arguing as in the proof of Theorem 2
 4we find an increasing sequence x such thatn
x  Tx , 0 x 	 x  Ln x 	 x . 4Ž . Ž .n n	1 n1 n 1 0
Ž .    n   From normality of K and 4 we get x 	 x N. L . x 	 x .n1 n 1 0
 4Therefore, the sequence x is fundamental; let x  x*. Then we cann n
 4prove x* Tx* as in the proof of Theorem 2 by choosing a sequence yn
such that
y  Tx*, 0 y 	 x  L x*	 x .Ž .n n n n	1
The theorem is completely proved.
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